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A person standing in the riverbed, 
under a bridge, shines a flashlight 
into the flowing water, which ref-
lects the light onto the arch of the 
bridge and appears in it as a figure. 
The idea of an algorithmic-kinetic 
machine that stimulates interaction 
between river and human turns into 
to a performative act of perception 
known as river cinematography. 

2012/17

FLUSSKINEMATOGRAPH/IE

performance: flashlight, river, human, bridge 
artifacts: videos, sketches, diagrams, photographs

1. videostill Der Flusskinematograph, 2017
2. photography Flussgestalt, 2012
3. diagram f1, 2016
4. from the Tagebuch eines Flusskinematographen, 2017
5. photography Unter der Sternenbrücke, 2012
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https://vimeo.com/221481743
https://vimeo.com/278377591
https://vimeo.com/221481743
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2014/18

LICHTGESTALT

discovery and research of a light phenomenon 
various videos, sketches, diagrams, photographs, texts

1. photography Lichtgestalt, 2015
2-4. videostill Zimmer, 2018
5. sketch Dispositiv der Lichtgestalt
6. diagram  f2, 2016
7. digital negative Quadrat, 2016
8. journal entry Ein Foto, 2016
9. diagram Verlauf der Lichtgestalt, 2018
10. window experiments, 2014

In my room facing the courtyard with garden there is sunlight only in the evening 
from April to July. As the sun sinks, the light moves diametrically from the floor-
boards, over the wall up to the ceiling. The uneven, handmade window glass - at 
the same time thing and medium (it transmits and inscribes itself) - acts as lens 
and film. It refracts and forms the sunlight into an aurally flickering light shape, 
as the foliage in the garden in front of the window is irregularly shifted between 
the sun and the glass pane.
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https://vimeo.com/221495693
https://vimeo.com/278510223
https://vimeo.com/278510223
https://vimeo.com/221495693


The discovery of the figure of light results in the idea of exploring its disposi-
tive of the course of the sun, garden, window and room as a cinematographic 
agency in opposition to Plato‘s cave.
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2014

YORGUNUM (I AM TIRED)

study of material 
HD-video, digital photography

1. photography
2. filmstill
3. detail photography
4. detail photography
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2015

CAM: FLIMMERN

mix-media-installation 
glass, metal frame, projector, media player, headphones        

1. exhibition view CI Istanbul
2. sketch of the structure
3. excerpt Teaser

Moving images of reflections from window panes projected into a glass (Turkish: 
cam), which reflects part of the projection light back and lets another part pass 
through. The three shimmering surfaces define the (image) space in the darkness.
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By means of headphones, visitors can escape the noise of the art 
fair and immerse themselves into the flickering, accompanied by 
an electro-acoustic journey through the metropolis.

The work was created in the context of Contemporary Istanbul for 
the PlugIn section.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGNX03ChUbc
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2012/16

PICTURE VIEW AT THE SEA

interactive installation for one person
wood structure, molleton, black screen, projector, 
HD video, Pure Data, webcam, euro pallets, painter‘s foil

1. Videostill Mein Vater am Meer, 2012
2. Ausstellungsansicht summaery, Weimar 2017
3. Entwurfskizze der Installation, 2012

For those who stay at the virtual sea for a longer period of time, a person 
appears in the picture who only disappears after the viewers have left the 
installation. The visitors can only guess at the interactive character of the 
image. 
 
Link to the video documentation. 
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https://vimeo.com/179934125


2017/18

ZUSEHEN: SCREEN

bachelor thesis

1. collage of grey cardboard models, sketches, experiments with glass and light

The exploration of the time- and site-specific experiences 
of the optical phenomena of the river and the Lichtgestalt 
led to the design of own tools. Various simple objects were 
developed to stimulate a performative interaction with the 
light phenomena. 
 
In these viewing machines light circulates in the form of pri-
mitive moving images. They are similar in their construction 
and usually consist of a chamber (camera), glass (film) and 
a screen (canvas), which stands in the center of the objects 
and acts as a name giver. 
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2018

SCREENBOX

Faltkamera zur Erforschung von Lichtphänomenen 
Graupappe, satiniertes Acrylglas, Textilklebeband, Briefkopie

1. Infografik Screenbox
2. Schnittmuster Screenbox
3. Ausstellungsansicht Medienkunstpreis, Galerie Eigenheim
4. Detailansicht Medienkunstpreis, Galerie Eigenheim
5. Ausstellungsansicht Verteidigung
6. Briefkopie Screenbox



2018

SCREENBOX

folding camera for the investigation of light phenomena
grey cardboard, satin acrylic glass, textile adhesive tape, 
letter copy

1. infographic Screenbox
2. cutting pattern Screenbox
3. exhibition view Media Art Price, Galerie Eigenheim
4. detail view Media Art Price, Galerie Eigenheim
5. exhibition view thesis defence
6. letter Screenbox

A letter that comes along as a folding box, letter and box can be unfolded 
into a device to view light reflections.

The screenbox contains an antique glass to create a light shape and a copy 
of a friendly letter inviting correspondence while explaining the function of 
the box and the exploration of the Lichtgestalt.

screenbox
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https://vimeo.com/274232780
https://vimeo.com/219356615


2017/18

SCREENFRAME

mobile screen for the Lichtgestalt 
metal, black screen, wheels, dimensions 150x200cm

1. CAD drawing Screenframe, 2017
2-3. installation view Lisztstraße 12, Weimar 2018

The tubular steel construction can be moved easily and 
thus allows interaction with the lightfigures. The screen-
frame serves as the home screen for their daily presen-
tations.
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The mobile river cinema is installed on the riverbank in 
daylight and aligned according to the angle of incidence 
of the sun in order to observe the light reflection of the 
river shape on site.

2017

FLUSSKINO/RIVERCINEMA

apparatus for viewing flussgestalten 
sheet metal, tubular steel, satin acrylic glass, 
dimensions 30x20x150cm

1. CAD drawing Flusskino
2. diagram Flussexperimente, 
3-4. installation view Flusskino at Ilmpark, Weimar
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2017/18

SCREENVIEWER

viewing devices for light figures 
grey cardboard, double-sided tape, satin acrylic glass

1-2. visitors with Screenviewers
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2017/18

SCREENHOUSE

cinematographic architecture 
drawings, texts, drafts, 3D models

1. drawing, 2018
3. 3D model, 2018
4. sunpath study, 2018
5. from the letter of a traveller, 2018
6. claymodel Sea Shrine, 2018
7. 3D model Sea Shrine, 2017
8. collage Sea Shrine, 2019

While the cinematographic dispositive of the Lichtgestalt unfolds 
a large part of its aesthetic strength from the serendipity of its 
appearance in everyday space, the Screenhouse, as a speculative, 
megalomaniacal cinema architecture, represents a questionable 
counter-design that is specifically based on the incidence and 
course of the sun.
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The intention behind the Screenhouse designs is less 
their implementation as their virtual exploration and 
the question of their possible significance for the pre-
sent, future and past world.  
 
This context is revealed through fictional letters in 
which a traveller writes friends about the discovery of 
archaic buildings that apparently come from a culture 
yet unknown to him.
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2017/18

SUNPATCH ARCHIVE

picture archive with sunpatches from Weimar 
digital prints and website

1. index view www.sunpatcharchive.com, 2019
2. detail view www.sunpatcharchive.com, 2019
3. exhibition view Lisztstraße 12, Weimar, 2018

A good friend refers to the sunlight reflected from windows on house facades 
as a Sunpatch. The current archive consists of images of more than 200 such 
Sunpatches at different days and times appearing in the city of Weimar. 

In addition to the printed photographs, a website acts as the digital interface 
of the archive. It provides filters such as date and time and others to arrange 
and quantify the images.
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http://www.sunpatcharchive.com
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2018

SCREENPERFORMANCE

performance with Sunpatchmaker 
wooden ladder, mirror in wooden frame, 
dimensions approx. 250x100x50cm

1. videostill Sunpatchmaker in the Weimarhallenpark
2. videostill exterior view Galerie Eigenheim 
3. videostill interior view Galerie Eigenheim 
4. infographic Screenperformance 

Designed for the opening of the Media Art Prize of the Bauhaus Uni-
versity Weimar 2018, the Sunpatchmaker projects light reflections 
into the exhibition space on the gallery wall in a Screenperformance.

The apparatus has to be readjusted every few minutes because the 
position of the sun changes continuously. 

For the purpose of documentation the performance was re-enacted.
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https://vimeo.com/399147877


2020

SUNGRID

project draft 
3D-drawings, prototypes, photos

1. drawing process
3. different modules
4. photo prototyp #1
5. photo prototyp #2
6. photo prototyp #3
7. photo prototyp #4

Sungrid is a human scaled playkit and functions as a modular system to 
shape and to study light and shadow. The core element is a grid on which 
different modules can easily be installed and changed on the fly. These 
forms interact with the time of the day and the position of the sun.
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